
The economic downturn of the past five years has squeezed restaurants’ bottom lines. But no category 
has suffered more than desserts—the indulgent finale to a great meal out. To lure diners into staying put, 
operators have had to dream up creative ways to trigger dessert purchases.

Fine-dining full-service restaurants, where price isn’t usually a consideration, have long paired after-dinner 
wines and cordials with desserts. But a new and increasingly mainstream approach serves classic and 
imaginative sweets in fresh, modern ways. Now, artisan beer is stepping up to the dessert plate. Dessert 
“flights” offer tastings of one or more treats to satisfy diners’ impulse to share. And successful pastry chefs 
are working hard to convey why their dessert course is one not to miss.
Diners are more likely to order a great-tasting dessert that offers indulgence presented in a newly inviting 
way.

Old Friends
Pairing sweets with drinks is a practice that’s ages old. It works for good reason. Rick’s Dessert Diner, 
a retro-inspired dessert hotspot in Sacramento, will soon add wines to its menu of gorgeous cakes and 
pastries. Rick’s benefits from the trend toward all-day desserts: Sweets are moving from the confines of after-
dinner treats and into the category of anytime snacks. By offering dessert-and-wine pairings, the restaurant 
expands its horizons—and its check averages.

Other operators, such as The Wine Cellar & Bistro in Columbia, Mo., are using dessert as a way to 
highlight a commitment to local spirits and wines. Its Locavore Cheesecake is a peanut butter-goat cheese 
cheesecake with a pecan crust, topped with goat milk caramel and chocolate buttercrunch. Sommelier 
Sarah Cyr pairs it with 1855, a small-batch sherry from Adam Puchta Winery in Hermann, Mo.

At Robert’s Maine Grill in Kittery, Maine, pastry chef Jen Woods pairs a traditional scratch-made chocolate 
whoopie pie with a glass of ice-cold milk. (The restaurant also offers the option of ordering their desserts in 
“bite size” to tempt diners who are on the fence.)

Tradition once mandated that the beverages in a multi-course meal grow increasingly intense as the meal 
marches on. Some fear the dessert beverage will taste weak, compared with those that came before. But 
successfully pairing a dessert with a glass of wine, cordial or another beverage should bring out the flavor in 
both. 

Beer Makes It Better
Growing popularity in artisan beer is one trend operators are using to capture the attention of diners 
who may not be drawn to dessert. Beer is appealing for two reasons: It attracts men, and it’s relatively 
inexpensive to pour. Pairing beer with desserts freshens up the presentation of each.

“Though there are some gender roles attached to beer that are completely baseless, it’s still perceived as a 
masculine beverage,” says certified cicerone Mike Reis, based in Oakland, Calif. “The fact is, everybody is 
intrigued by the world of beer. If they see a beer and food pairing, they might take notice.”

What factors drive dessert sales in casual-dining restaurants? A recent survey by Culinary 
Visions polled consumers who’d ordered dessert within the past month from casual-dining 
restaurants. Their findings include:

More than one third of female consumers said they consider dessert before they order their main 
course—to make sure they save room.

20 percent of men said they choose a restaurant that sells a dessert they crave.

Older Millennials (ages 31-36) order desserts more frequently than any other age group.

Of consumers’ favorite flavor profiles, 71 percent said sweet desserts topped their list, followed by 
sweet/savory (49 percent) and bitter/sweet (47 percent).

Chocolate wins by a mile; eight out of 10 dessert buyers prefer it. Caramel and vanilla tied for 
second place at 56 percent. Some 41 percent of diners said nut-flavored desserts were their top 
choice.

Nearly half of consumers said fruit ingredients helped sway their dessert choice. And, of them, more 
than two-thirds ranked strawberry as their favorite flavor. Raspberry (48 percent) and apple (45 
percent) weren’t far behind.

Capturing a sale was more likely if it included an interesting or new flavor profile (81 percent), if 
it was shareable (76 percent) or it included a dessert flight (72 percent). Mini desserts swayed 63 
percent of diners, too.

Read “Sweet Companions” to learn more on how to entice diners to order something sweet.

Sweet Companions
Entice diners to order something sweet by going beyond the usual presentations
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